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Abstract— Testing for small-delay defects (SDDs) is necessary
to ensure the quality and reliability of high-performance integrated circuits fabricated with the latest technologies. These
timing defects can be caused by process variations, crosstalk,
and power-supply noise, as well as by physical defects such as
resistive opens and shorts. Timing-aware ATPG tools have been
developed for SDD detection. However, they only use static timing
analysis reports for path-length calculation and neglect important
parameters such as process variations, crosstalk, and powersupply noise, which can induce small delays into the circuit and
impact the timing of targeted paths. In this paper, we present an
efficient pattern evaluation and selection procedure for screening
SDDs that are caused by physical defects and by delays added to
paths by process variations and crosstalk. In this procedure, the
best patterns for SDDs are selected from a large repository test
set. Experimental results demonstrate that our method sensitizes
more long paths and detects more SDDs with a much smaller
pattern count compared with a commercial timing-aware ATPG
tool.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Detecting timing-related defects has become vital for ensuring product quality in the very deep-submicron regime. Such
defects are introduced by imperfect manufacturing processes
that lead to resistive opens, resistive shorts, and process variations, as well as some non-physical effects such as crosstalk
and power supply noise, which cause chip failures by introducing extra delay to the design. Small delay defect (SDD)
is one type of such timing defects. SDDs were not a major
concern at higher technology nodes because of their small
size relative to the timing margins allowed by the maximum
operating frequency of a design. Although the delay introduced
by each SDD is small, the overall impact can be significant if
the sensitized path is a long/critical path, especially when the
technology scales to 65nm and below [1] [2] [3]. Therefore,
SDDs require serious consideration as we strive to increase test
quality and decrease the number of test escapes (i.e., increase
in-field reliability), denoted by defective parts per million.
The transition delay fault (TDF) model is widely used in
industry for targeting timing defects and has been shown to be
effective in improving overall test quality. However, traditional
TDF ATPG tools are not useful for detecting SDDs since
they tend to detect faults via short paths while a SDD can be
effectively detected via long paths. Methods such as n-detect
ATPG are capable of sensitizing long paths, i.e. detecting
SDDs, since it detects faults via different paths [4]. However,
significantly large pattern count for large n limits its usage
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in real applications. Commercial timing-aware ATPG tools,
e.g., latest versions of Synopsys TetraMAX [5] and Mentor
Graphics FastScan [6], have been developed to deal with the
deficiencies of traditional timing-unaware ATPGs in detecting
SDDs. However, timing-aware ATPGs do not take into account important underlying causes such as process variations,
crosstalk and power-supply noise [7] [8]. Furthermore, these
tools result in a significantly larger pattern count and CPU run
time compared to 1-detect timing-unaware TDF ATPG [7].
The complexity of today’s ICs and shrinking process technologies have made the design features more probabilistic.
Thus, it is necessary to perform statistical timing analysis
when evaluating the path length considering process variations.
Statistical Static Timing Analysis (SSTA) methods were proposed and SSTA tools were developed to deal with these issues
[9] [10]. However, these methods are pattern-independent, i.e.,
they estimate path length using the delay of components on the
path without considering the circuit parametric effects. Note
that power supply noise and crosstalk are pattern-dependent
effects and they can significantly impact the delay of the
components on a path.
A. Related Prior Work
Several techniques have been presented in the past few years
for screening SDDs and increasing test quality. The “As Late
As Possible Transition Fault (ALAPTF)” model was proposed
to launch one or more transition faults as late as possible to
detect the faults through the least slack path [11]; this approach
requires high CPU run time compared to traditional ATPGs.
In [12], the authors proposed a delay fault coverage metric
to sensitize the longest paths affecting a TDF fault site. It is
based on robust path delay test and attempts to find the longest
sensitizable paths passing through the target fault site and
generating a slow-to-rise or slow-to-fall transition. The authors
in [2] proposed a hybrid method using 1-detect and timingaware ATPGs to detect SDDs based on SDF with a reduced
pattern count. In [3], a static-timing-analysis based method
was proposed to generate and select patterns that sensitize long
paths. The authors in [13] proposed a procedure to estimate
the maximum path delay with coupling noise considering both
logic and timing constrains in delay testing. However, not
all the patterns can reach this worst-case scenario in real
applications.
A false-path-aware statistical timing analysis framework
was proposed in [14]. It selects all logically sensitizable
long paths using worst-case statistical timing information and
obtains the true timing information of the selected paths.
In [15], the authors proposed a dynamic pattern compaction

method for path delay patterns. The 2K longest paths, K paths
having the rising transition and K paths having the falling
transition, through each fault site were reported for path delay
pattern generation. However, with the increase in circuit size, it
becomes infeasible to generate 2K longest paths for each fault.
Furthermore, to meet the robust test generation condition, it
is infeasible to generate patterns for all these long paths in
the design. The authors in [16] proposed a statistical delay
fault coverage model based on the propagation delay of a path
and the delay defect size. They assumed independent delay
distribution for each gate and derived a Gaussian distribution
for path delay according to the Central Limit Theorem (CLT).
However, the analysis of test effectiveness in this work requires
information on the delay distribution of the path under test,
the delay defect size, as well as the delay distribution of the
longest path passing through the fault site. Obtaining the delay
defect size needs considerable analysis using circuit testability
or silicon data. Since the path length is a random variable in
statistical timing analysis, it is extremely difficult to find the
longest path passing through the target fault site.
B. Contributions and Paper Organization
In recent work [7], an output-deviation-based method has
been presented to detect SDDs. This method defined gatedelay defect probabilities (DDPs) to model delay variations
in a design. Based on the Delay Defect Probability Matrix
(DDPM) of each gate, output deviations are calculated, which
are used for pattern evaluation and selection. However the
main drawback here is that in case of a design with a large
number of gates on a path, the output deviation metric saturates
and equal output deviations (close to 1) are obtained for both
long and intermediate paths. A similar method was developed
in [8] to take into account the interconnect contribution to
the total delay of sensitized paths. In this paper, we present a
different and novel approach to address the above problems.
Our main contributions include:
1. We use a probability density function (PDF)-based
method rather than DDPM-based method for pattern
evaluation; this solved the saturation problem associated
with the output deviations.
2. We consider crosstalk effect as a source of SDD in
nanometer technology designs. The impact of process
variations and crosstalk are taken into account dynamically during the pattern evaluation procedure using PDFbased analysis.
3. The procedure we developed can check the overlap
between sensitized paths by various patterns so that we
can select the most effective patterns with minimum
overlap in terms of sensitized paths. The n-detect pattern
set is used as our original pattern repository.
4. Our new pattern set increases the number of sensitized
long paths, hence the number of detected SDDs.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents a preliminary analysis of variation sources inducing
SDDs. Pattern evaluation and selection procedure is presented
in Section III. To evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
method, we implement it on several benchmarks and the
results are presented in Section IV. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section V.

II. A NALYZING VARIATION -I NDUCED SDD S
As mentioned earlier, SDDs can be introduced by both
physical defects and variations. The physical defects include
resistive opens and shorts. The variation-induced SDDs in a
circuit are from process variations, crosstalk and power supply
noise. In this paper, our procedure targets physical SDDs, as
well as SDDs introduced by process variations and crosstalk.
Power supply noise effects will be taken into account in future
work.
A. Impact of Process Variations on Path Delay
In reality, the parameters of fabricated transistors are not
exactly the same as design specifications due to process variations. These variations directly result in deviations in transistor
parameters, such as threshold voltage, oxide thickness, W/L
ratios, as well as variation in the widths of interconnect wires
[17], and impact performance (increase or decrease in gate and
interconnect delays) to a large extent in the latest technologies.
Due to the impact of process variations, the delay of each path
segment (gate and interconnect) is assumed to be a random
variable X with mean value μ and standard deviation σ, rather
than a precise value. Note that μ and σ are finite values. In this
work, we assume that delay variations on path segments are
independent from each other. The CLT states that the sum of
a sufficiently large number of independent random variables,
each with finite mean and variance, will approaches a normal
distribution [18]. Let the random variable Xp denote the path
delay. According to
we have a Gaussian distribution for
CLT,
N
Xp , where Xp = i=1 Xsi , and Xsi is the delay of the i-th
N
segment along the path.
Xp has mean μp =
i=1 μsi and
N 2
standard deviation σp =
i=1 σsi for large N , where N is
the number of segments along the path, and μsi and σsi are the
mean delay and standard deviation for segment i, respectively.
We run Monte-Carlo simulations using 180 nm Cadence
Generic Standard Cell Library to obtain the delay distributions for all gates in the library. For each gate, Monte-Carlo
simulations were run with:
1) Different input-output combinations,
2) Different output load capacitances,
3) Process-variation parameters:
• Transistor gate length L: 3σ = 15%,
• Transistor gate width W : 3σ = 15%,
• Threshold voltage Vth : 3σ = 15%,
• Gate-oxide thickness tox : 3σ = 3%.
We obtain the PDF of each standard gate and create a gatePDF database considering process variations. The interconnect
length is extracted from layout. Different variations between
metal layers and vias are taken into consideration when
calculating the delay distributions. There are 6 available metal
layers in the library. For a metal segment with unit delay, we
use 3σ variations 30%, 30%, 20%, 15%, 10%, 5%, and 5% for
Metal 1 to Metal 6, respectively. The 3 ∗ σ variations for vias
in Metal layers 1 through 5 are 50% [19].
B. Impact of Crosstalk on Path Delay
The crosstalk effects introduced by parasitic coupling capacitance between a target net (victim) and its neighboring

nets (aggressors) may either speed up or slow down the
delays on both victim and aggressor nets, according to the
transition direction, transition arrival time, as well as coupling
capacitance between the victim and aggressor nets [20]. To
take crosstalk effects into account during path delay analysis
and pattern selection, we perform various analyses to obtain a
realistic model of crosstalk. Since transitions on aggressors and
victim have different direction and arrival time, we perform
a set of SPICE simulations and analyze their impact on each
other. Fig. 1 demonstrates the simulation results on crosstalk
effects between two neighboring interconnects with a fixed
coupling capacitance. The times t1, t2, and t3 in Fig. 1
represent the break-points of the curve-fitting. The parameter
ta−v denotes the arrival time difference between transitions on
aggressor and victim nets and darrival represents the victim
net delay considering the impact of arrival time difference.
It is seen that when the aggressor and victim nets have the
same transition direction (see Fig. 1(a)), the victim net will
be speeded up. Otherwise, the victim net will be slowed down
(see Fig. 1(b)). Furthermore, the crosstalk effect on the victim
net is maximized when the transition arrival time of aggressor
and victim nets are almost same (ta−v ≈ 0).
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Fig. 2. Impact of coupling capacitance on victim propagation delay with same
arrival times, opposite transition direction, and different load capacitances.
Load capacitance unit is pF .

We perform another set of simulations and analysis to take
into account the impact of coupling capacitance size given a
fixed arrival time between transitions on aggressor and victim
nets. The simulations were done considering one aggressor for
the victim net; superposition is used to consider the total effect
when more than one aggressor is used. In Fig. 2 it is shown
that the propagation delay on the victim net increases linearly
with the coupling capacitance with different load capacitances.
dcoupling arrival denotes the victim net delay considering the
impact of coupling capacitance size and Ca−v is the coupling
capacitance between the aggressor and victim nets. For the

(1)

where dorig is the original interconnect delay without considering crosstalk effects. ta−v is the arrival time difference
between aggressor and victim nets. a0 and b0 are the curve
slopes between timing windows [t1 , t2 ] and [t2 , t3 ] (see Fig. 1),
respectively. a1 is the arrival time delay of the victim net with
the conditions ta−v = 0 and t2 > 0. Similarly, b1 is the arrival
time delay when ta−v = 0 and t2 < 0.
After considering the impact of the transition direction and
arrival time, we take the impact of coupling capacitance into
account, approximated in Equation (2), which is also obtained
from least squares curve fitting.
dcoupling arrival = a darrival Ca−v
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Fig. 1. Impact of aggressor arrival time on victim propagation delay when
victim and aggressor nets have (a) same transition direction and (b) opposite
transition direction. Coupling capacitance: 0.1pF .

800

same transition direction case, the crosstalk delay decreases
linearly.
In the literature on statistical methods, it has been demonstrated that the least squares technique is useful for fitting
data to a curve [21]. Instead of solving the equations exactly,
the least squares technique tries to minimize the sum of
the squares of the residuals. We apply the least squares
curve-fitting to the simulation results shown in Fig. 1 and
approximate a piecewise function relationship between the interconnect delay and the aggressor-victim alignment as shown
in Equation (1).

(2)

where dcoupling arrival is the propagation delay considering
the impact of the transition direction, arrival time and coupling capacitance between the aggressor net and the target

victim net. The factor a is negative for the same transition
direction and positive for the opposite transition direction
case. Furthermore, these parameters are highly dependent on
technology nodes. For different technologies, these parameters
are different.
In this work, we assume that for each victim net, crosstalk
effects will only impact its mean delay value, rather than its
standard deviation. In this way, only the mean delay value of
the victim net will be updated when measuring the path delay.
For multiple-aggressors case, we consider their impact one by
one to update the propagation delay on the victim net and the
impact of aggressors on each other is ignored in this work.

III. TDF PATTERN E VALUATION AND S ELECTION
In the proposed procedure, each TDF pattern is evaluated
based on the paths it sensitizes. If a TDF pattern sensitizes
a large number of long paths in the design, it would be
considered an effective pattern. We have developed an in-house
tool to list all the sensitized paths for each pattern. During
the pattern evaluation and selection procedure, we calculate
and evaluate the sensitized paths delay in presence of process
variations and crosstalk.
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A. Path PDF Analysis
As mentioned earlier, Monte-Carlo simulation is used to
obtain the PDFs for each path segment. The gate and interconnect delays are updated after considering process variations
and crosstalk effects. With these information, the PDFs of the
sensitized paths are then calculated. Each path is evaluated
by comparing its length to the clock period. During pattern
analysis, we will first obtain the clock period T , and specify a
long path threshold (LPthr ) based on the clock period to define
the path weight (Wpath ). The path weight is the probability
that the path is longer than the pre-defined long path threshold.
Fig. 3 shows an example of path weight definition. Using our
method, each sensitized path will have a unique PDF.

Fig. 5.

S ← pattern list of all the patterns, LPthr ← long path threshold
S = {P1 , P2 , ·, PN }
W (Pi ) ← weight of pattern i, Pi based on LPthr
Ps = N U LL
for (i = 1, · · · , N )
{
for (j = i, · · · , N )
{
update W (Pj ) by removing paths detected by Ps
}
Pmax = M AX{Pj , · · · , PN }
if (W (Pi ) < W (Pmax ))
{
exchange Pi and Pmax in pattern list S
}
P s = Pi
}
Return sorted pattern list for pattern selection.

Pattern sorting algorithm.
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After calculating the weight of each sensitized path for
patterni , the weight of patterni (Wpatterni ) is calculated
Mi
using Equation Wpatterni = i=1
Wpathi , where Mi is the
total number of sensitized paths by patterni .
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Wpath2 =0.65

specific threshold. This pattern selection procedure will ensure
that the best patterns can be selected from the n-detect pattern
set. It can also ensure that there is as little overlap as possible
between patterns in terms of sensitized paths. Therefore, it can
reduce the pattern count.
The pattern-sorting algorithm is shown in Fig. 5. In this algorithm, each pattern is evaluated by the not already sensitized
long paths, i.e., those that are not sensitized by the previously
selected patterns. This algorithm will return a pattern list with
decreasing order according to the test efficiency of patterns
with which we can select the best patterns in the n-detect
pattern set.
Assume that N patterns are used by the above algorithm.
Also assume that a maximum of M paths are sensitized by a
pattern and a maximum of K segments exist on a sensitized
path in the target circuit. The worst-case time complexity of
the pattern sorting algorithm is O(N 2 M K) where N >> M
and N >> K for large designs.
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An example of path and pattern evaluation.

Fig. 4 shows an example of path weight and pattern weight
calculation. In this example, assume that patterni sensitizes
4 different paths. The PDF of each path is shown in Fig. 4
as P DF 1, P DF 2, P DF 3, and P DF 4, respectively. Assume
that LPthr is 0.7T . We calculate the weight of these 4 paths,
as Wpath1 = 1, Wpath2 = 0.65, Wpath3 = 0.3, and Wpath4 =
0. Then the weight of this pattern can be calculated using
Equation: Wpatterni = 1 + 0.65 + 0.3 + 0 = 1.95.
B. Pattern Selection
From our analysis and calculation of pattern/path weights in
the previous subsection, we conclude that if a pattern has large
weight, it is more effective in detecting SDDs. Therefore, we
select the patterns with largest weights. However, some of the
paths may be sensitized by multiple patterns. In our procedure,
if a path has already been detected by the selected patterns,
it will not be considered during evaluation of the remaining
patterns.
In our pattern selection procedure, the pattern with the
largest weight will be the first to be selected. After selecting the pattern, we re-evaluate all the remaining patterns
by excluding paths detected by the selected pattern. Then,
the pattern with largest weight in the remaining pattern set
is selected. This procedure is repeated until some stopping
criteria is met, for instance the pattern weight is smaller than a

Flow diagram of pattern generation, evaluation and selection.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The complete pattern evaluation and selection flow is shown
in Fig. 6. We use commercial EDA tools for circuit synthesis,
physical design, parasitic parameter extraction, as well as
pattern generation. The programs for performing crosstalk
calculation, pattern evaluation and selection were implemented
using C/C++. We performed our experiments on Linux x86
servers with 8 processors and 24 GB of available memory. Five
IWLS benchmarks and two ISCAS benchmarks were used in
our experiments. After pattern selection, top-off ATPG is run
to meet the fault coverage requirement for TDF fault model.
As a result, the final pattern set of our procedure is the selected
pattern set plus the top-off ATPG pattern set.

TABLE I
N UMBER OF SENSITIZED LONG PATHS FOR DIFFERENT PATTERN SETS .

A. Pattern Selection Efficiency Analysis
In this subsection, we will present experimental results for
validating the pattern selection procedure. The validation is
done by calculating the total number of sensitized unique long
paths for the selected patterns. In our experiments, we set the
long path threshold LPthr = 0.7T (T is clock period), which
is similar to the example in Section III-A. We consider a path
to be long if its weight is larger than 0.5, i.e., its mean value
is larger than the long path threshold.
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TABLE II
N UMBER OF DETECTED SDD S FOR DIFFERENT PATTERN SETS .
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paths than 1-detect pattern set except for S13207 benchmark.
On the other hand, timing-aware ATPG is not as effective as
10-detect ATPG in long path sensitization for these circuits.

Long path sensitization by the selected patterns for tv80.

Fig. 7 presents the relation between the number of selected
patterns and sensitized unique long paths by the selected
pattern set on IWLS benchmark tv80. For the tv80 benchmark,
pattern count of n-detect pattern set (n = 10) is 11,072, and
the number of sensitized long paths is 1,718, with long path
threshold LPthr = 0.7T. From the experimental results in
Fig. 7, we can see that only 520 (4.7% of the total pattern
count 11,072) patterns are needed to detect all the long paths
sensitized by the 10-detect pattern set, or 316 (2.8% of the
total pattern count 11,072) patterns are needed to detect 1,547
(or 90.0% of) long paths sensitized by the 10-detect pattern
set. From these results, we can see that our pattern grading
and selection procedure is very efficient for selecting patterns.
B. Pattern Set Comparison
In our pattern selection procedure, a pattern weight threshold is set as the termination criterion. For example, the pattern
weight threshold used in our procedure is Wpattern = 1,
i.e., only the patterns with weight larger than 1 can be
selected. Changing this threshold can impact the total number
of selected patterns.
Tables I and II show the results for the number of sensitized
unique long paths and detected unique SDDs. In general, ndetect and timing-aware pattern sets are expected to perform
better in sensitizing unique long paths and detecting unique
SDDs compared to 1-detect timing-unaware ATPG. This is
indicated by the results shown in Columns 2, 3, and 4 in both
tables. Column 5 presents the number of sensitized unique
long paths of our selected pattern set. Column 6 presents
the number of unique long paths sensitized by top-off ATPG
pattern set, not sensitized by the selected pattern set. Top-off
patterns are generated using 1-detect (n=1) timing-unaware
ATPG. Column 7 presents the total number of sensitized
unique long paths for our final pattern set, i.e., the selected
patterns plus top-off ATPG patterns. From the results in Table
I, we can see that timing-aware ATPG and 10-detect ATPG
pattern sets always detect significantly higher number of long

TABLE III
C OMPARISON BETWEEN THE N UMBER OF PATTERNS .
Benchmark

1-detect

10-detect
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selected

top-off

sel+top-off

tv80
ac97 ctrl
mem ctrl
systemcaes
wb dma
s13207
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1,435
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483
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343
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5,590
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1,108
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1,384
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335

However, our pattern set is more efficient than 10-detect ATPG
pattern set in terms of long paths sensitization, except for
S9234 and systemcaes benchmarks.
Table II presents the number of SDDs for different pattern
sets. Since SDDs are TDFs on the long paths, if a pattern
detects many long paths, then it can also detect many SDDs.
Table III presents the number of patterns for 1-detect, 10detect, timing-aware ATPG, and our pattern set. These patterns
are used for obtaining the number of sensitized long paths and
detected SDDs as shown in Tables I and II. From these results,
we can see that timing-aware ATPG results in large pattern
count compared to 1-detect set for large IWLS benchmarks.
For some cases, e.g., tv80 and wb dma benchmarks, its pattern
count is even larger than the 10-detect pattern set. For all cases,
our pattern set would result in a significantly smaller number
of patterns compared to 10-detect and timing-aware pattern
sets. In short, our pattern set can detect a large number of
long paths with pattern count close to 1-detect pattern set.
C. Long Path Threshold Analysis
Long path threshold LPthr is an important parameter for our
procedure. If the long path threshold changes, the path weight
calculation threshold will change accordingly. Although it will
not impact the effectiveness of our selected patterns, it may
impact the number of selected patterns and number of detected
long paths and SDDs. If the long path threshold increases,
the number of selected patterns decreases and the number of
top-off ATPG patterns increases to meet the fault coverage
requirement. On the other hand, if we reduce the long path

TABLE IV
L ONG PATH THRESHOLD IMPACT ON PATTERN SELECTION FOR TV 80.
LPthr

# of sel
patterns

# of top-off
patterns

Total #
patterns

# of
LPs

# of
SDDs

0.7T
0.8T

393
60

924
1,279

1,317
1,339

2,236
1,765

82,502
63,428

TABLE V
CPU RUNTIME OF DIFFERENT PATTERN SETS FOR TV 80.
n-detect

1-detect

3-detect

5-detect

8-detect

10-detect

# patterns
CPU (PV)
CPU (PV+Xtalk)

1435
48s
18m57s

3,589
2m17s
48m28s

5,775
4m2s
1h19m2s

8,931
6m32s
2h1m59s

11,072
8m3s
2h30m3s

threshold, the number of selected patterns increases and topoff ATPG pattern count decreases. The number of sensitized
long paths and SDDs will also change accordingly.
The results in Subsection IV-B is only for a fixed long
path threshold LPthr (0.7T). Table IV presents the results
for two different long path thresholds (0.7T to 0.8T) for
tv80 benchmark. When the long path threshold increases, the
weight of each pattern decreases and the number of selected
pattern decreases as well.
D. CPU Runtime Analysis
Table V presents the CPU runtime of implementing our
method on n-detect pattern sets (n=1, 3, 5, 8, and 10) for the
tv80 benchmark. It can be seen that as n increases, the pattern
count increases. The CPU runtime of the pattern evaluation
and selection procedure also increases with the pattern count
when considering (i) only process variations (Row 3 in Table
V) and (ii) process variations and crosstalk (Row 4 in Table
V). Furthermore, CPU runtime increases significantly when
considering crosstalk effects. This is because during crosstalk
calculation, for each net on the path, the procedure extracts (i)
all its neighboring nets with coupling capacitances from the
layout database, (ii) the arrival time, and (iii) transition directions on the neighboring nets (if any) for each pattern. This
makes the pattern selection procedure much more complex.
Note that the timing-aware TDF ATPG on the tv80 benchmark takes about 1 hour 2 minutes, and the CPU time of
n-detect timing-unaware TDF ATPG (n=1, 3, 5, 8, and 10)
on this benchmark is less than 2 minutes. As seen from the
table, our pattern evaluation and selection procedure consumes
a considerably lower CPU time when only process variations
is considered. The top-off ATPG is quite fast and consumes
a negligible CPU time. When taking crosstalk into consideration, the CPU time of evaluating 5-detect pattern set is close to
that of timing-aware ATPG. Even though our method is quite
fast, comparing it with timing-aware ATPG does not seem
fair since our method takes extra features into account during
pattern generation. However, we believe that our method’s
CPU runtime can be further reduced by better programming,
optimizing the data structures and algorithms.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have presented a novel pattern evaluation
and selection procedure for screening small delay defects.
The proposed procedure takes into account process variations
and crosstalk to evaluate their impact on path delay. An
n-detect pattern set was used to provide the initial large

pattern set. Our procedure was able to efficiently identify highquality patterns in an n-detect pattern set that sensitize a large
number of long paths. The method was evaluated using several
ISCAS and IWLS benchmarks and the results demonstrated its
effectiveness for reducing the pattern count and significantly
increasing the number of sensitized long paths.
As future work, we plan to perform the following simulations and analysis:
1. Continue simulations and analysis using SPICE to validate the accuracy of our developed models.
2. Perform correlation analysis between path PDF and long
path enumeration using Monte-Carlo simulations.
3. Improve the sorting algorithm to reduce the complexity.
The current CPU runtime of our procedure is comparable to, and in some cases more than timing-aware ATPG.
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